Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews Real Pheromones
Thread: Copulins X Sample Offer
BAGreat - September 24, 2017, 9:58 pm

Hello everyone, I am releasing Copulins X soon and would like to get some opinions on the
improved formula before I put it on the market. Here is the link to reviews of the previous formula:
https://pherotruth.com/Thread-New-Copulins-Supplier
The change to the formula was relatively simple. First, the removal of Acetic Acid which accounted
for 66% of the previous formula and was the cause of the potent vinegar opening. I was following
lines of materials and percentages instead of my nose.
I am a perfumer and decided to follow my nose this time around and created something even
better. This formula is now a concentrated version of the drydown which smells exactly like a healthy
vagina should. No more potent opening, just straight to business.
I will be giving away 10 free samples to begin testing this new formula out. This is a US only offer.
When releasing the product, I will ship anywhere in the world, but would like to keep testing here for
now.
This is a first come first, first serve offer. I will be listing the names of the participants below.
Those participants who leave their reviews and opinions in this thread after receiving the sample,
will receive a full sized bottle of Copulins X. Those who do not well, they won't.
I am also in the process of creating a new product called Copulins X +, a sexual mix which would
have been Copulins, Androstenone, and Androstanone, but I came across a very interesting
molecule which is an Androstenone derivative, never before mentioned anywhere and I do not
believe has been tested by any pheromone company.
This molecule is very well tested and is extremely successful, but also extremely secret. I cannot
say more. Let us call this molecule, Molecule X. More on this molecule if I am able to have it
synthesized.
If you are interested in receiving a sample of Copulins X, please PM me your address. I will write a
message on this thread after the 10th participant is accepted, stating the offer is now closed. By this
time, Copulins X will be available for sale.
Thank you and lets all hope Molecule X can be synthesized. It could change the pheromone
community for the better.
-B
ps775 - September 25, 2017, 9:42 am

I use your original product regularly. The vinegar hit is there initially but isn't too bothersome after
some time. I hope it's not just me noticing it less though as it's strong but I haven't had any
complaints though

I'm outside the US but I would be interested in the finished product once you release it. But if the
ratios you used in the first iteration were based on the ideal 'effective' researched ratio of the
different acids, would the results on self and others be diminished if you changed the formula mainly
for the sake of the scent?
BAGreat - September 25, 2017, 6:31 pm

Ok, we officially have 10 participants for review. The offer is now closed. I will update the forum later
tonight with all 10 participants. Thank you for your interest! Copulins X will be available very soon.
-B
BAGreat - September 26, 2017, 12:58 am

(09-25-2017 4:42 AM)ps775 Wrote: &nbsp;I use your original product regularly. The vinegar hit is
there initially but isn't too bothersome after some time. I hope it's not just me noticing it less though
as it's strong but I haven't had any complaints though
I'm outside the US but I would be interested in the finished product once you release it. But if the
ratios you used in the first iteration were based on the ideal 'effective' researched ratio of the
different acids, would the results on self and others be diminished if you changed the formula mainly
for the sake of the scent?
That is awesome. Thanks for the support, ps775!
No. The change was not in ratio, but in presence of acids. When smelling Copulins X, I thought to
myself there is something lying underneath the formula which if isolated, would bring the scent
closer to that of a vagina. The removal was of Acetic Acid which was an unnecessary top note
smelling of vinegar, and one other acid which I will not disclose.
The ratio of the most important acids are still intact.
The acids used in Copulins X are naturally derived. I am not sure from where, but natural isolates
have always been smoother and better smelling than synthetically created molecules. It has to do
with presence of other trace materials and the stereoisomers of the molecule.
Why would Edmond Roudnitska use the more expensive naturally derived Indole in the creation of
Eau Sauvage by Christian Dior? It is because synthetically produced Indole has a very unpleasant
mothball note, while natural Indole is very floral and delicate smelling.
I am a perfectionist and strive to give the highest quality and best results no matter what. I don't
mind if the natural acids cost more than the synthetically produced acids. I want to give the best that
I can and provide value to others.
-B
BigDickBandit420 - September 26, 2017, 1:04 am

I'm excited to get my sample!! Thank you
BAGreat - September 26, 2017, 1:25 am

Participants:
justintime469
Diegoboy
kocik2000
MMM

BigDickBandit420
LoveInSpain
Alphonse
DtheGreek
Snoopyace
Paradox
The new formula is in 75% Di Propylene Glycol/25% SD Alcohol 40-B (by weight). It behaves very
weirdly after you first apply it. It starts out noticeable, but gets stronger the longer you have it on,
peaking at around the half an hour mark.
It performs best if you leave the application area to dry without touching it. If you do have to spread
it, a dab is fine, but any rubbing will work against you. You can test this out yourself and see what I
mean. It speeds up the diffusion process and it doesn't quite reach the "peak" in the same way
leaving the application area alone does.
You may take your time with testing and their respective reviews. The only thing I ask for are the
initial first impressions when you receive the package, initial self effects upon smelling it, and
whether or not the concentration is adequate. I have done many trials and believe it is at the right
concentration. Once these three answered, you will receive your full bottle of Copulins X.
Thank you for participating!
-B
Mars82 - September 26, 2017, 3:52 am

I look forward to the reviews and release of the product.
DrChocolate - September 26, 2017, 9:10 am

(09-25-2017 10:52 PM)Mars82 Wrote: &nbsp;I look forward to the reviews and release of the
product.

Me too. Massive fan of cops.
Paradox - September 26, 2017, 11:50 am

(09-25-2017 8:25 PM)BAGreat Wrote: &nbsp;Thank you for participating!
-B
I'd like to know a little history on how you came to focus on copulins.
Is there anything else other than the modified copulins (i.e. Androstenone, Alpha Androstenol,
estrogen) in this formula?
There are varying opinions on this but in your opinion how does the copulin scent on men make
women behave?
"Each bottle of Copulins X contains 312mg of Copulins. Each drop has 530mcg of Copulins"...Is this
still true?
Snoopyace - September 26, 2017, 1:39 pm

Whoo! Looking forward to giving this a try. Love working with copulins. Not just for the self effects
but also how they affect others.

BAGreat - September 27, 2017, 2:44 am

(09-26-2017 6:50 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;I'd like to know a little history on how you came to
focus on copulins.
Is there anything else other than the modified copulins (i.e. Androstenone, Alpha Androstenol,
estrogen) in this formula?
There are varying opinions on this but in your opinion how does the copulin scent on men make
women behave?
"Each bottle of Copulins X contains 312mg of Copulins. Each drop has 530mcg of Copulins"...Is this
still true?
I decided to create the Copulins as a fragrance base to include them into fragrances. When I
realized I had way more than I needed, I decided to come to the pheromone forum to see if anyone
would be interested in trying some and potentially purchasing some. I did not want the Copulins to
go to waste.
No, Copulins X is just Copulins. I am still waiting for a response from the lab if I can have the
Androstenone derivative (Molecule X) synthesized so I can use it to create Copulins X Plus.
The most notable effects of Copulins on women have been a sense of excitement, like they know I
have been up to something. This was early in the scent application where the scent could still be
detected, but was covered with a fragrance.
No, the concentration is much lower now. It is enough though and can be smelled from a distance
easily with one drop after it settles on the skin, heats up, and begins to diffuse. It acts as an aura
which could surround the wearer if they apply enough.
-B
Paradox - September 27, 2017, 11:27 am

Thanks. I actually forgot that you were here before so all my questions were basically answered in
this thread: https://pherotruth.com/Thread-New-Copulins-Supplier
You put alot of time and hard work into this so good luck.
MMM - September 29, 2017, 2:50 am

Still can't believe I made the cut! I haven't shared a story since 1922~!
My days of clubbing are, pretty much, over. I guess there's going to be a lot people saying or
thinking I smell, EXCUSE ME LADIES, pussy on my outings to restaurants and shopping stores.
Does this come with instructions? What dosage and application points have you tested this with,
BAGreat?
Mucho thanks!
Snoopyace - September 29, 2017, 3:01 am

(09-28-2017 9:50 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;Still can't believe I made the cut! I haven't shared a story
since 1922~!
My days of clubbing are, pretty much, over. I guess there's going to be a lot people saying or
thinking I smell, EXCUSE ME LADIES, pussy on my outings to restaurants and shopping stores.

Does this come with instructions? What dosage and application points have you tested this with,
BAGreat?
Mucho thanks!
You sound as excited as I am! According to the USPS I should be getting mine tomorrow and I'd
planned on hitting BAGreat with the same questions. Can't wait to hear what he gives us for info.
BigDickBandit420 - September 29, 2017, 3:09 am

Mines coming tomorrow too. Iâ€™m excited for new synthetic coupulins and to compare them to
DM. Combining the two will be necessary.
BAGreat - September 29, 2017, 3:13 am

(09-28-2017 9:50 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;Still can't believe I made the cut! I haven't shared a story
since 1922~!
My days of clubbing are, pretty much, over. I guess there's going to be a lot people saying or
thinking I smell, EXCUSE ME LADIES, pussy on my outings to restaurants and shopping stores.
Does this come with instructions? What dosage and application points have you tested this with,
BAGreat?
Mucho thanks!
Haha!
There are no instructions. Anything is fair game! For me personally though, I use 1-2 drops on the
neck and apply a cover scent. One drop is equal to about 3-4 dabs of the sample. Sometimes the
cover scent doesn't cover the Cops when they are first applied, but they drydown in about 30
minutes.
-B
DrChocolate - September 29, 2017, 3:16 am

BAGreat. Have ya thought about making a chop stick version of it? Thanks in advance.
BAGreat - September 29, 2017, 3:24 am

I would recommend testing different application points as well. The wrist is a great place for the
Copulins as I find it is the best place to apply to create an "aura" around you.
I have it on my wrist right now and the way it diffuses is very weird. If you waft your hand towards
your nose to smell it, it doesn't hit you very strongly, but if keep your arm down without movement, it
radiates towards you and its all you smell. So weird.
-B
BAGreat - September 29, 2017, 3:32 am

(09-28-2017 10:16 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;BAGreat. Have ya thought about making a chop
stick version of it? Thanks in advance.
I'm not sure why anyone would want to eat their meals with chop sticks that smell of vagina, but that
could be a good idea, maybe preparing their taste buds for dessert?
I think offering Copulins X in a chap stick is a great idea and I will look into it. I know it has been
done before and as vendor, I must leave it at that.

-B
DrChocolate - September 29, 2017, 3:48 am

(09-28-2017 10:32 PM)BAGreat Wrote: &nbsp;I'm not sure why anyone would want to eat their
meals with chop sticks that smell of vagina, but that could be a good idea, maybe preparing their
taste buds for dessert?
I think offering Copulins X in a chap stick is a great idea and I will look into it. I know it has been
done before and as vendor, I must leave it at that.
-B
Ha haaaa. I Actually laughed out loud for that. Thats a good one. Matter of fact I'm actually wearing
tmax 150 right now and am actually feeling hungry lol.
I just wanted to find out if it's going to be the same.
BigDickBandit420 - September 29, 2017, 4:50 am

Chap stick is the word. Iâ€™m interested to see other vendors make T150, the LAL couplin chap
stick.
MMM - September 29, 2017, 4:58 am

(09-28-2017 11:50 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Chap stick is the word. Iâ€™m interested
to see other vendors make T150, the LAL couplin chap stick.
Whoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa&#8203;aaa!
EVERYBODY'S putting T150 on your lips!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?
BigDickBandit420 - September 29, 2017, 5:05 am

I did the first time. Now I donâ€™t.
DrChocolate - September 29, 2017, 5:47 am

(09-29-2017 12:05 AM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;I did the first time. Now I donâ€™t.

Me too actually. Doesn't taste that bad. DM tastes bitter. But 150 is sorta eh? Lol.
BigDickBandit420 - September 29, 2017, 6:26 am

I just swiped a bit on my lips. It tastes good, my lips are softer immediately after. It tastes like the
sweet melon mostly with a hint of copulins. The self effects are better on my nose. The selfies
almost non-existent on the lips.
Paradox - September 29, 2017, 11:31 am

(09-29-2017 1:26 AM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;I just swiped a bit on my lips. It tastes good,
my lips are softer immediately after. It tastes like the sweet melon mostly with a hint of copulins. The
self effects are better on my nose. The selfies almost non-existent on the lips.
What the ?????????
Paradox - September 29, 2017, 12:25 pm

I received the sample yesterday. I applied one drop to my app point. The scent is aged Vermont
sharp cheddar cheese mixed with NBA sweat socks worn for 47 straight games.

The drydown for Copulin X is about 25 minutes. The scent takes a little over an hour to totally fade
(@70 mins).
Steve O was kind enough to send me some Desire Me oil to test some time ago. I washed off the
Copulin X drop and applied one drop of Desire Me oil. The scent of the Desire Me oil is old vinegar
mixed with NBA sweat socks worn for 47 straight games.
The drydown for Desire Me oil is slightly higher than Copulin X. It is about 30-35 minutes. The scent
takes well over an hour to totally fade running into the 100-120 minute mark.
As far as selfies it's a little hard to explain. From Copulin X I get a little energy boost. It's a cleaner
energy boost than the boost from Desire Me. From Desire Me oil I get a similar energy boost but it is
more raw. When I say energy boost I don't mean I want to run around the house. I just feel a slight
uptick in energy. Like drinking a half cup of coffee. What I mean by a "more raw" boost from Desire
Me oil is that the boost is more "dirty", "animalistic" I guess the closest comparison would be Copulin
X as being run by electric power and Desire Me being run by gas.
In conclusion, there seems to be a big problem with strength and longevity with Copulin X. I suspect
that it is nox fixed properly. On top of that I think that the strength needs to be increased. The Major
problem though is longevity. The strength can be increased but without the longevity increasing the
strength is useless.
So my office wife has not been talking to me for a week. Who knows what I said or did. Today, I am
wearing a drop of Copulin X and she is chatty again. She reacts to all pheromones. I figured that
wearing copulins today would either make her more mad of make her want to investigate what is
going on with me.
About 2 years ago Thundr and I had a nice discussion about Copulins in this thread:
https://pherotruth.com/Thread-Copulins--13864
BarefootOxford - September 29, 2017, 4:19 pm

(09-29-2017 7:25 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;I received the sample yesterday. I applied one drop to
my app point. The scent is aged Vermont sharp cheddar cheese mixed with NBA sweat socks worn
for 47 straight games.

Paradox, you literally had me laughing out loud when I read that. Not smirking. Not a chuckle. Big
belly laugh.
Paradox - September 29, 2017, 4:29 pm

(09-29-2017 11:19 AM)BarefootOxford Wrote: &nbsp;
Paradox, you literally had me laughing out loud when I read that. Not smirking. Not a chuckle. Big
belly laugh.
Lol, the bad thing is that it's an accurate scent description.
BAGreat - September 29, 2017, 4:47 pm

Lol
Thank you for your feedback, Paradox. I see using 25% Alcohol may have cut into the longevity of
the Copulins. I have made test trials of 0.50%, 0.40%, 0.30%, and 0.20% Copulins in DPG. 0.40%
was the best and I am going to send that to you for review.

I believe 0.40% in DPG should do the trick with strength and longevity. The Copulins X you
received was 0.10% in DPG 75%/Alcohol 25%. With these acids, strength correlates with longevity. I
noticed this both on skin and on fragrance blotters.
This is why I like to have public test trials. To make sure I provide a quality product, and also show
people what goes on behind the scenes when creating a product.
-B
Snoopyace - September 29, 2017, 7:19 pm

Should we be starting a specific thread just for reviews on this? I have it and am planning on a
cursory review later this evening.
MMM - September 29, 2017, 7:52 pm

Got mine in the mail a few minutes ago.
Only opened it to give it a few wiffs, and waiting to see if I get or feel any self effects: Cheesey
pussy anyone!?
Haven't gotten any self effects since 1922! And that was with Love Scents' A-1 and the original New
Pheromone Additive.
I'm already dressed in mones, so a later date.
Thanks again for letting me play in the reindeer games, BAGreat!
MMM - September 29, 2017, 8:07 pm

Whoooooooooa!
TWO DEEP SNIFFS: What is the cloud of a feeling that is taking over my head. Can't describe it,
but it's different, and I can feel it! Test surge? I don't feel like doing the nasty or killing anyone. Self
effects after all these years. New to moi!
I have to! Two swipes. One to each wrist! NO RUBBING.
Snoopyace - September 29, 2017, 8:23 pm

(09-29-2017 3:07 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;Whoooooooooa!
TWO DEEP SNIFFS: What is the cloud of a feeling that is taking over my head. Can't describe it,
but it's different, and I can feel it! Test surge? I don't feel like doing the nasty or killing anyone. Self
effects after all these years. New to moi!
I have to! Two swipes. One to each wrist! NO RUBBING.
The urge to do the nasty hit me at about an hour after application. WHOO!!! I can relate to that
rush after sniffing the vial.
BigDickBandit420 - September 29, 2017, 10:11 pm

Mine arrived safely.
I opened it up while in my car, sniffed it and did get a good head rush. I think I still have this head
rush. From the vial, it smells like a more refined Desire Me. It's sweeter, not as repulsive and if I had
to pick between the two, I'd guess this is higher quality based on smell alone.

I'll provide thoughts during/after the weekend.
Snoopyace - September 30, 2017, 1:13 am

Be mindful that this is after only one wearing but below are my initial thoughts on Copulins X...
Product name and scent
Copulins X Unscented (that being a relative term)
Fierce type from The Fragrance Shop applied 5 minutes prior to Copulins X application
Application dosage and locations
4 swipes from sample vial wand
Tops of each hand (dabbed on and not wiped to spread out)
Enviroment tested in
Home
Time exposure
15 minutes to 4 hours
Duration of effects
Approximately 4 hours (even after scent long faded)
Effects from mixing with other products
N/A
Range
Approximately 4' (1 meter)
Self effects
Potent head rush, increased confidence, increase in testosterone, strong libido increase after
approximately an hour of wear
Effects to others
Decreased physical distance, lowering of verbal inhibitions, increased KINO
Overall Thoughts
I have used Essence of Woman in the past when I wanted to add copulins. It was um, potent to
say the least. I found that I really only needed one drop to a full 10 ml of pheromones. It smelled
unbelievably foul and when it was undiluted it literally ate through the rubber dropper that came with
the bottle. I ended up throwing it out because the stench was so unbelievably bad. I've also used

Aja from Love Potion which is a plant based copulin analogue. That works fairly well for me and
smells like smutty honey after it dries. It doesn't work as well as the real deal, however.
Copulins X has a definite odor. Upon sniffing the open sample vial my first reaction was which
was immediately followed by . I got a rush from the smell even though it isn't exactly pleasant at
first I did find myself grinning from ear to ear after about 5 seconds. I put on two swipes to the top of
each hand and waited. It really only took about half an hour for the scent to fade where I could not
smell it at all unless I huffed the application point. I found that I had increased sense of well being
but also a sense of grounded confidence. After about an hour, I found myself thinking about sex
even more than usual. I already have a strong sex drive but even for me, this was stronger than
normal. Overall effects seemed to last about 4 hours.
My bride texted me to tell me that a friend of hers was going to be stopping by with her to grab
something from the house. This was unexpected but I decided that since I know how her friend acts
around me with and without pheromones that this would be a good test. So they get here and my
bride gets slightly wide eyed when she hits my copulin cloud. I saw her huffing the air around me
slightly and then giving me a bit of side eye. I should mention that I've worn both Essence of
Woman copulins and Aja around my bride before. Essence of Woman usually gets her attention in
that she acts out romantically as though she needs to make sure I know who belongs to her and sex
is a bit more animalistic like she feels as though she needs to prove something. She is REALLY not
a fan of the Aja scent but I have seen other women react to it positively.
Copulins X made my bride act more rudely towards me than normal. Believe it or not, I take this as
a good thing. The reason being, when my bride is getting turned on but can't do anything about it,
she gets very angry/frustrated and that is how she shows it. Her friend (Caucasian, 32 and tall but
totally worth the climb) was a bit wide eyed when she got into my cloud as well. The difference
being that she chose to stand closer to me than normal. It was very odd because she kept trying to
stand next to me as we were talking, almost like she was trying to make my bride stand across from
us while she stood next to me. She was also swearing a lot more than usual. It was really odd.
She was here for about 15 minutes about 2 hours into my copulin application and I think she was
planning on building a camp at our place until my bride practically pushed her out the door. It was
out of character for this woman to want to hang out like that.
Overall, this first experience with Copulins X was a positive one for me. I find it to be more user
friendly than Essence of Woman or Aja. Not to mention that I can't stop huffing the application
points. If the self effects continue for me I would buy this just for the self effects alone. A fun bonus
is watching how others are affected. In my experience with copulins, women fall into three
categories when I wear copulins. Some seem offended, most seem to react positively to small
amounts and others seem unaffected. I've spoken about this in another thread but I'm too lazy to
look for it right now.
MMM - September 30, 2017, 5:21 am

FIRST IMPRESSION: Love the sample SIZE.
What started off as CHEESE, ended up into a pleasant scent that had me sniffing my wrists! NO
COVER was used!
INITIAL SELF EFFECTS UPON SMELLING IT: It was as thought a warm blanket was slowly
covering my brain. The Snoop calls it a rush. Still felt no need to poke or kill something. Gonna
ASSUME the rush was a raise in test.
IS THE CONCENTRATION ADEQUATE: I'm going to say yes with all of the male head snaps and
greetings I got today from about 7-10 feet away!

No notable female reactions with just two swipes to the wrists. 1 each.
Tomorrow: 4 swipes to the wrist! 2 each.
To be continued ...
BigDickBandit420 - September 30, 2017, 5:35 am

Wearing 6 swipes on my neck with 9 drops of BW and it makes it more social
Snoopyace - October 1, 2017, 1:39 am

Gonna experiment with this tonight while out with my bride. I'll be interacting with a ton of different
people while wearing 4 swipes of Copulins X covered with Fierce from The Fragrance Shop. My
bride already recoiled in horror when she came into the bathroom immediately after I applied my 4
swipes (2 to the top of each hand). "WHY DO YOU SMELL LIKE CHEESY ASS?!!" I assured her
that in a very short period of time it'd dry down and she wouldn't be able to smell it.
DtheGreek - October 1, 2017, 3:48 am

just got mine today. headed to a party/bbq tomorrow so will try it out there.
BigDickBandit420 - October 1, 2017, 4:11 am

I took a shower this morning. I still give off the vibe like I just had lots of sex.
MMM - October 1, 2017, 5:18 am

(09-30-2017 8:39 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Gonna experiment with this tonight while out with
my bride. I'll be interacting with a ton of different people while wearing 4 swipes of Copulins X
covered with Fierce from The Fragrance Shop. My bride already recoiled in horror when she came
into the bathroom immediately after I applied my 4 swipes (2 to the top of each hand). "WHY DO
YOU SMELL LIKE CHEESY ASS?!!" I assured her that in a very short period of time it'd dry down
and she wouldn't be able to smell it.
Whose got THE CHEESE!??!
My 4 swipes to the wrist, 2 each, went uneventful. Gym, stores, home near my mom's aide.
While out and about, I did get a lot of male strangers saying, "HI!" without eye contact. I'd hear,
"HI!," look and see men looking at me. So, I'd just say, "HI!" and keep on going. Not the attention I
want, but PUSSY does that to a man so I get it.
To be continued ...
BigDickBandit420 - October 1, 2017, 7:17 am

From what I understand, thereâ€™s naturally derived indole in here and thatâ€™s why it smells so
much better than desire me. Correct me if Iâ€™m wrong
Snoopyace - October 1, 2017, 3:40 pm

Okay so interesting night. I had a similar experience to MMM in that guys tried electing me King of
the Bar but I was also getting a lot of attention from women I didn't know. Both me and my bride
were getting all sorts of comments about how we must have quite the sex life and how we must
have just 'gotten it on' before going out. We didn't. My bride was also asking about which woman
was my girlfriend. Now last night my bride got so drunk that she passed out when we got home so
no playtime for Snoopy. This morning she has been making all sorts of comments about 'my
girlfriend' and she seemed extra jealous last night. Been an interesting morning so far with last
nights copulin application. Lots of sex talk but also references to some imaginary girlfriend.

Definitely need to shower. I should mention that she's never acted like this when I've worn other
copulin containing products around her. This is definitely different and makes me wonder if the 'real'
scent of these copulins is what is affecting her differently.
BAGreat - October 1, 2017, 3:59 pm

Wow, thank you for the reviews, gentlemen. Very interesting hits you have reviewed with Copulins
X.
I do realize I would like to increase the concentration of the final product to offer more bang for your
buck. I smelled the trials again and realized 0.40% in DPG was too concentrated and did not smell
as good as the EtOH/DPG mix. The 25% alcohol opens the scent up and makes it smell fruitier and
a bit more pleasant.
I did come to a conclusion regarding the final product and 0.20% in the EtOH/DPG mix was
definitely it. I noticed that 0.10% was a little too weak but usable and noticeable (as we have seen).
0.20% is strong without being overwhelming, which anything above 0.20% was.
I am going to send the samples out to those who have reported back so far so they may offer their
opinion on this higher concentration.
No indole
-B
kocik2000 - October 1, 2017, 5:20 pm

Here is my two days of testing. Stealing the template off of snoopy:

Product name and scent
Copulins X Unscented
Cover: Curve soul, applied next to the application points.
Application dosage and locations:
Friday night 4 swipes
Saturday night 2 drops
Enviroment tested in:
2 different parties, one inside and one outside environments
Time exposure:
3 hours first party, about 5 hours second party.
Duration of effects
3-4 hours, feels almost like a duration of the alcohol spray over an oil, whereas typical oils for me
last 8 hours+

Effects from mixing with other products
N/A
Range
A few feet. Strongest effects noticed when within a couple of feet.
Self effects
At 4 swipes I have gotten awake feeling. It woke me the hell up and I just got done with a 16 hour
travel day for work. I was not feeling the party as I was tired at first but it has woken me up and I was
more awake than some other people.
At 2 drops I have gotten the same awake feeling AND a warm pleasant sensation in my stomach.
Almost like butterflies. Put me in a pleasant happy mood.
Smell:
When I first smelled it I went mmmm sweaty highschool boys lockerroom after football practice.
Hahaha. Once you get past that first initial smell you get the pleasant vagina smell. Somewhat fruity
imho.
Effects to others
Kino, prolonged eye contact, winking from taken girls etc.
Overall Thoughts and reports:
First party included 2 girls which reacted off the bat. One always responds well to different mones.
Besides the typical prolonged eye contact at one point she literally dragged me outside by the wrist
to tell me something. She has not done that before and it was right on the application point. The
other girl I have seen before and I definitely saw more eye contact from her than usual, she also
seemed to wanted to know about my trip prior to the party etc but got interrupted. My SO on the
other hand was extremely touchy and cuddly the whole party which is rare for her to show so much
affection in public and it eventually lead to a pretty heated night with her. Did not see any crazy
reaction from guys.
Second party had 1 girl with a bf. She was pretty damn talkative, winked a few times during
conversations and was just overall seemed to be interested. She kind of lingered around more than
she should have which I think led to her drunkish bf getting a bit mad. I also teased her about her
being high maintenance and she was pretty receptive to all the teases. The effects did die out after
about 3-4 hours which I felt were very similar to the first party. Ow ye, the girls bf was really buddy
buddy at first, like major respect kind of thing and kept trying to call me out for not drinking hard
liquor. I joked it off and brushed it off not giving a crap. Said its okay man I have a tiny penis. =).
People usually laugh and girls get interested when you say that. I mean, which guy sais that about
himself?
Overall opinion: It would reinforce what was mentioned earlier. I personally like the smell and what I
see on others BUT I would like to see the concentration bumped up a tad and increase the duration
of the mone. Personal opinion I feel like it burns off a bit quicker than I would like, typical oils last 8
hours+ into the next day. Again could be the warm weather or my skin but this is what I seemed to
observe. Loving the self effects through at 2 drops, really pleasant

kocik2000 - October 1, 2017, 5:29 pm

(10-01-2017 10:40 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Okay so interesting night. I had a similar
experience to MMM in that guys tried electing me King of the Bar but I was also getting a lot of
attention from women I didn't know. Both me and my bride were getting all sorts of comments about
how we must have quite the sex life and how we must have just 'gotten it on' before going out. We
didn't. My bride was also asking about which woman was my girlfriend. Now last night my bride got
so drunk that she passed out when we got home so no playtime for Snoopy. This morning she has
been making all sorts of comments about 'my girlfriend' and she seemed extra jealous last night.
Been an interesting morning so far with last nights copulin application. Lots of sex talk but also
references to some imaginary girlfriend.
Definitely need to shower. I should mention that she's never acted like this when I've worn other
copulin containing products around her. This is definitely different and makes me wonder if the 'real'
scent of these copulins is what is affecting her differently.
Dosage Snoopy?
Snoopyace - October 1, 2017, 5:37 pm

(09-29-2017 8:13 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Application dosage and locations
4 swipes from sample vial wand
Tops of each hand (dabbed on and not wiped to spread out)
kocik2000 - October 1, 2017, 6:02 pm

Oops just saw thanks
Indi-player - October 1, 2017, 8:18 pm

Probably the only single molecule i haven't tried. Just the idea of having women dirt on me while
being on public rubs me the wrong way. I know for science and I seen it work on a friend of mines
but daamn.
DtheGreek - October 2, 2017, 10:37 pm

Wore some to a bbq/party at a local park. I tried snoop's 4 swipes on top of hands. Nothing to
report. I'm gonna alternate this week between solo and combo along with different app points.
One thing I noticed though. Whenever I take a good whif of it I get a slight drip like I just did some
blow. Thought that was a bit weird.
Snoopyace - October 2, 2017, 10:56 pm

Did you try with a cover scent?
DtheGreek - October 3, 2017, 3:13 am

(10-02-2017 5:56 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Did you try with a cover scent?
Iso underneath.
Snoopyace - October 3, 2017, 3:18 am

(10-02-2017 10:13 PM)DtheGreek Wrote: &nbsp;Iso underneath.
I'd highly recommend trying it with a regular cover scent. Iso E can be a bit uh, transparent.
justintime469 - October 3, 2017, 8:21 pm

(09-25-2017 8:25 PM)BAGreat Wrote: &nbsp;Participants:

justintime469
Diegoboy
kocik2000
MMM
BigDickBandit420
LoveInSpain
Alphonse
DtheGreek
Snoopyace
Paradox
The new formula is in 75% Di Propylene Glycol/25% SD Alcohol 40-B (by weight). It behaves very
weirdly after you first apply it. It starts out noticeable, but gets stronger the longer you have it on,
peaking at around the half an hour mark.
It performs best if you leave the application area to dry without touching it. If you do have to spread
it, a dab is fine, but any rubbing will work against you. You can test this out yourself and see what I
mean. It speeds up the diffusion process and it doesn't quite reach the "peak" in the same way
leaving the application area alone does.
You may take your time with testing and their respective reviews. The only thing I ask for are the
initial first impressions when you receive the package, initial self effects upon smelling it, and
whether or not the concentration is adequate. I have done many trials and believe it is at the right
concentration. Once these three answered, you will receive your full bottle of Copulins X.
Thank you for participating!
-B
I could not even believe I was one of the ones that got a sample and I am so grateful thank you so
much!
To start I do have to admit I don`t have much experience with cops and worn them maybe 3 other
times and am very new to them still. This is my initial report and is a start for me, as I am currently
testing this thing and actually having my wife test it to! I want to get a full scope of this thing on how
it works on men and women alike, but for now this is the initial report.
Initial First Impression
I open the package and pull it out and it is fairly skinny bottle, with a top that I kind of had to twist
and pull to do a sniff test. The label on this thing seems good quality and not some cheap paper. No
leaks or issues when I received it. It is a sample which most will probably use up fairly quick or I
might have considered a threaded screw on top and maybe put some tape over it for shipping. This
is just a suggestion, because I had a lot of leaks on products in the past with some vendors
products. But so far initial everything looks good. I am not used to the wand thing, but really makes
sense now that I think about it so I don`t get on my fingers and really like this idea!
Initial Sniff Test
It smells pretty strong to me and the only thing I have tried to compare it to is True Essence from
True pheromones. The smell of the X Cop is not quite as strong as far as odor goes, and what threw
me off, was to me this really is not bad smelling at all compared to the others. This X Cop to me is
much more sweet smelling and is more of a clean smell, where others I have tested is a little more

dirty. It did smell like the typical cheese smell, but not bad at all on the sniff test. I got a rush of
energy and woke right up just from sniffing this thing, what is weird to me is I did not get this effect
from other Cop products, so I get really excited to try this out. I can also detect the PA a little bit to.
1ST Initial Test
I put 1 swipe to right of neck and swipe towards my throat. I feel more awake and alive, it is weird
like I just drank a cup of coffee. I can actually feel my test levels raise slightly. With 1 swipe it is
noticeable, not night and day difference, but the effects are there. I wait 10 minutes and put another
swipe on left side of neck and swipe towards my throat. Holy cow, now I really feel awake. I give it
30 minutes to really asses this thing and the more time that goes by the more energy and the
stronger smelling this gets. This last 25 minutes then my energy level holds at a nice pace, with the
natural scent of this things settling down. I fell amazing and this seems to be a more natural energy
boost compared to say Androstenone.
After 30 minutes goes by, I decide to go see my brother-in-law. I almost don`t go because he is very
critical of me and judges everything I do, but I say the hell with it and go anyway.
I to his house and Him and his wife is there also with parent in laws. I will call him D. D sits next to
me and greets me right away and is asking how things are going and we are just making small chit
chat, and after 20 minutes goes by I notice he is very docile almost like a neutered dog! What a nice
change and I did not act or do anything different. The conversation is flowing nicely and he is
actually listening to me and being respectful! I am kind of blown away by this really and is a nice
change.
D gets up and gets dressed and we all decide to go to lunch which is D and his parents. D decides
to ride with me. I went from a small car to a truck and he normally would have made some wise
crack joke, but this time he was saying how nice my truck is and how he admires me. Now I never
hear anything like this from this guy.
We get to where we will be eating which is a Mexican restaurant if it matters. We get there and wait
at the patio and I make sure I am in the center of the group and I start talking to his mother which is
65. A few minutes goes by and she is making major eye contact with me and she normally does not
make much eye contact when talking with anyone. She is looking right at me and smiling a lot more.
We are having a nice conversation, then she gets up to go to the bathroom.
Now I am talking with D`s dad which is also 65. He normally likes to joke around a lot and harass
people to. He is talking to me and he is no messing around or harassing me either and is also
docile. Then they tell us a table is ready, so we go and sit down.
We all sit down and D`s mom comes back and sits across from me and she looks right at me
flipping her hair very slowly while looking at me. It was really awkward, I had to work really hard to
keep conversations going to distract from this.
I actually get up to go to he bathroom now and walk by an older white middle 60`s lady and she
looks right up at me and smile, so I smile back and then go in and use the restroom. When I get out
she is looking back right at me still! her chair was faced the other way so she was actually twisted
back when I walked out the door. I walk by her and go sit back down to my chair. I look over where
she is at and she is smiling while looking right at my eyes.
I am finding this weird thing where everyone wants to make eye contact with me men and women.
This thing also seems to hit right away, not like some other oil products where it can take a few
seconds to hit.

I sit back at our table and the waitress comes which is maybe 25 Hispanic and brings our drinks. I
did not see anything that caught my attention, but I was at the other end of the table to so who
knows.
We get our drinks and I look across form me and D`s mom goes back to the hair flipping. So I am
trying to work things to not make it awkward. We get our food and eat and then after we are done
we are walking out and there is a middle 40`s Hispanic lady on our right and we walk by and pay
and then I look over where we just passed and she is looking right at me in front of her husband! We
pay and then we leave.
So we are talking outside and I decide to ask about my new cologne and what they think of it and if
it stinks? They all took a whiff of my neck, and not one complaint! In fact D and his mother where
very fond of the scent while his dad just said it was ok, but smelled like I had Been playing in cheese
mill he called it LOL.
Length of Effects
The first 30 minutes is really noticeable, but I got the surge of energy and effects for 5 hours solid
no problem. After the first 30 minutes, I can say this thing was one of the most consistent things I
have tested all the way thru the 5hours.
Summary So Far
You know I got a test boost, but to me what was weird was there no aggression at all like I have
experienced with another product. I was very quick to listen and speak when I needed to and I felt
considerate to others. The best way I can describe this is like a mix of Androstenone and
Androsterone, but without the aggressiveness of the Androstenone. At 2 swipes this was very
effective and will test much higher when I can. I got respect from men where it seemed like they
were all of a sudden interested about everything in my life. With women it seemed to hit a lot of
women, but they were mostly 40+ age range. I need to test more and vow to do so and a big thank
you BAGreat!
This is just an initial test run, next time I report I will report what my wife gets to wearing this!
Snoopyace - October 3, 2017, 8:28 pm

Great report! Excellent detail. Copulins are a very unique animal, indeed. I can't wait to read your
wife's experiences as well as how you react to her wearing them.
DrChocolate - October 3, 2017, 9:57 pm

I'd like to second the looks J.I.Time mentioned above. Many times I've worn cops in any form (DM,
Titan, Heart Throb, BW+Cops (TheLaw's Bad Cop combo) Ascend with cops) I get these same
looks even across glass windows. Titan and BW+Cops was more consistent to me.
The only logical explanation I can think of, for this, is the testosterone spike happening internally to
a male body. Plus, in me personal experience the body uplift (I walk heaps straighter) not
necessarily like king kong but more of a straight, up right, chest, shoulder and neck.
Am assuming BAGreats copulin X has similar properties. Let us know when u're going online to sell
this BAGreat. I'd like to buy some.
LoveInSpain - October 4, 2017, 12:16 am

The great thing about using cops is that (apart from the smell), you cant OD. They stimulate your

own natural pheromones, and your own positive mone signature is arguably more powerful than
anything coming from a lab.
Also, of course, they combo with just about any product. BW, Cops and Voodoo combo seem to be
my holy grail for attracting women without my having to put too much effort into the chase. Hopefully
I'll be able to test this product soon!
BigDickBandit420 - October 4, 2017, 12:43 am

(10-03-2017 7:16 PM)LoveInSpain Wrote: &nbsp;BW, Cops and Voodoo combo seem to be my
holy grail for attracting women without my having to put too much effort into the chase. Hopefully I'll
be able to test this product soon!
I'm pleased you mentioned the BW+Cops+Voodoo combo. I've been rocking it the past couple days
and have seen great results.
These are great copulins if anyone is wondering. A higher quality vibe than the Desire Me copulins.
BAG - I will fill out the testing questionnaire that you requested this week.
kocik2000 - October 4, 2017, 12:48 am

Loveinspain perhaps u r right in the idea of cops affecting natural signature thus stimulating natural
pheromones all together.
Regardless the self effects really are great. I will try and do a bit more reporting this weekend as
well if work allows to go out
Snoopyace - October 4, 2017, 1:16 am

(10-03-2017 7:43 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;These are great copulins if anyone is
wondering. A higher quality vibe than the Desire Me copulins.
I havenâ€™t tried Desire Me but I definitely like these better than Essence of Woman copulins.
BAGreat - October 4, 2017, 4:08 am

Thank you for the responses guys. They truly mean a lot and I am happy I could deliver.
I have been in the lab working out the kinks in the product. 0.10% was definitely not enough. I
wouldn't feel comfortable selling that.
I worked on some more trials. 0.20% was almost it, but it wasn't enough. 0.25% was too much. So I
did 0.21% and 0.22%. They weren't enough. I made a trial of 0.23% and it was perfect. It struck a
perfect balance between smelling like sweaty crotch, vagina and a bit of cheese. I find the scent
very sexy at this concentration.
As far as longevity goes, the scent is detectable for approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes now. I
thought about adding Androstenone to the product to increase the perceived product longevity (the
scent would not be of Copulins hours later, but of Androstenone), but I realized two things. First, it
would throw off the scent and possibly the effects of the Copulins. Second, it would restrict the
versatility of the Copulins.
Now all we are waiting for is the completion of the website. I have to finish up a few things and the
product will be ready for sale. I am pushing for October X, I mean 10th.
I am confident in this concentration, so I am ready to send the final bottles over to the reviewers.
I am still working on having Molecule X synthesized.

Thank you again everyone. I hope Copulins X will help you all in your endeavors.
-B
DrChocolate - October 4, 2017, 4:39 am

Also, if ya get a chance, I'd like to try a chap stick version of it too in bees wax form. If ya get a
chance that is. I have a feeling Bandit would appreciate it too.
Giz a buzz on this thread when u're green to go please. Cheers BA.
BigDickBandit420 - October 4, 2017, 5:47 am

Yes Iâ€™d appreciate a chap stick too. I have 4 T150 sticks stock piled and I intend to use as I age
to keep the younger man testosterone levels going.
Iâ€™m excited to work with the new version.
Thank you
justintime469 - October 5, 2017, 8:27 pm

(10-03-2017 7:16 PM)LoveInSpain Wrote: &nbsp;The great thing about using cops is that (apart
from the smell), you cant OD. They stimulate your own natural pheromones, and your own positive
mone signature is arguably more powerful than anything coming from a lab.
Also, of course, they combo with just about any product. BW, Cops and Voodoo combo seem to be
my holy grail for attracting women without my having to put too much effort into the chase. Hopefully
I'll be able to test this product soon!
Thank you for sharing this and it kind of makes sense and this is exactly how I felt when using the X
Cops. There was a natural energy boost for me and I felt great with this particular brand. I felt very
grounded and solid and everything just really flowed very smooth with this.
What was weird is another brand I tried I did not get the same results, it was more like Sex was on
my mind hardcore and I felt some aggressiveness like looking at women and hardcore lusting after
them and had to work a little to control myself.
Has anyone else experienced anything like this from different brands?
Snoopyace - October 5, 2017, 8:37 pm

(10-05-2017 3:27 PM)justintime469 Wrote: &nbsp;Thank you for sharing this and it kind of makes
sense and this is exactly how I felt when using the X Cops. There was a natural energy boost for me
and I felt great with this particular brand. I felt very grounded and solid and everything just really
flowed very smooth with this.
What was weird is another brand I tried I did not get the same results, it was more like Sex was on
my mind hardcore and I felt some aggressiveness like looking at women and hardcore lusting after
them and had to work a little to control myself.
Has anyone else experienced anything like this from different brands?
Yup. I ran into that when wearing Essence of Woman. I got HORNY.
DrChocolate - October 5, 2017, 11:14 pm

(10-05-2017 3:37 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Yup. I ran into that when wearing Essence of
Woman. I got HORNY.
I second Snoopy. DM gets me to that horny dream land where I fantasize in me head how I'd do the

bombshell walking across the road. Lol. I like it, it gives me good ideas on what to do with me next
target. Lol. Also, DM gives me the content feeling.
I've mentioned this before. But it's pure speculation from me own part (never been mentioned
before cos it's a proprietary blend) Swimming with Sharks scented in money multiplier gives me that
too. Hence, me speculation on the fact that it may have Cops. But like I said, it's only a
speculation/assumption from me.
Heart throb (mentioned that it contains cops) gives me a slight little butterfly in the tummy feeling.
Am VERY content and happy.
DP starts off as a calm feeling for me. Especially if I smudge it around me face area. And then after
about 7 8 hours, gives me a slight little E-None rage. Lol. Am learning to control that E-None rage
better now.
Houdini cops is JUST awsome. Just happiness. No rage no horny no fantasizing. But just simple
happiness for me.
T-Max 150 is a good energy boost for me. Like Bandit, I put it on me lips, in me nose and
sometimes on me upper lip where that weird trench is just above the upper lip. Be careful though, it
could or not taste better or worst. Lol. Be mindful of that.
It's amazing how different cops give different effects. And now am itching to try BAGreat''s Cop-X.
kocik2000 - October 6, 2017, 12:41 am

Judging from your description doc copulins x seem to fall between heart throb and Houdini for me
personally from self effects. I do have very limited copulins experience through limited to dp and
copulins x.
PS. Can't wait for the final bottles
BigDickBandit420 - October 6, 2017, 1:13 am

(09-25-2017 8:25 PM)BAGreat Wrote: &nbsp;The only thing I ask for are the initial first impressions
when you receive the package, initial self effects upon smelling it, and whether or not the
concentration is adequate. I have done many trials and believe it is at the right concentration.
This is a big sample bottle. The labeling looks professional. The smell is sweeter than anything
synthetic copulins I've smelled. I got an immediate head rush which is exactly like T150. I think the
concentration is OK. It lasts me 24-36 hours with a workout and shower in between. I still give off the
sex vibe well into the next day and some of the day after. It isn't as strong as Desire Me longevity
but I'd rather use this as they smell much, much better.
Thank you
justintime469 - October 7, 2017, 8:40 pm

(10-05-2017 6:14 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;I second Snoopy. DM gets me to that horny
dream land where I fantasize in me head how I'd do the bombshell walking across the road. Lol. I
like it, it gives me good ideas on what to do with me next target. Lol. Also, DM gives me the content
feeling.
I've mentioned this before. But it's pure speculation from me own part (never been mentioned
before cos it's a proprietary blend) Swimming with Sharks scented in money multiplier gives me that
too. Hence, me speculation on the fact that it may have Cops. But like I said, it's only a
speculation/assumption from me.

Heart throb (mentioned that it contains cops) gives me a slight little butterfly in the tummy feeling.
Am VERY content and happy.
DP starts off as a calm feeling for me. Especially if I smudge it around me face area. And then after
about 7 8 hours, gives me a slight little E-None rage. Lol. Am learning to control that E-None rage
better now.
Houdini cops is JUST awsome. Just happiness. No rage no horny no fantasizing. But just simple
happiness for me.
T-Max 150 is a good energy boost for me. Like Bandit, I put it on me lips, in me nose and
sometimes on me upper lip where that weird trench is just above the upper lip. Be careful though, it
could or not taste better or worst. Lol. Be mindful of that.
It's amazing how different cops give different effects. And now am itching to try BAGreat''s Cop-X.
That is what I was looking for was your last sentence as I am still fairly new to cops and it summed
things up and confirmed what I am getting out of different brands of cops.
With True essence I get aggressive sexually and it is hardcore kind of like Donald Trump talking
about walking up to any woman and grabbing them by the Pussy! That is the best way to describe it.

With X Cops, for me it is more like a suave laid back feeling and the energy rush is incredible and
did not get that with True essence. I do feel my test levels go up, and with this I feel like I have
already won. What I mean is a lot of times I try my best sexual mix with the wife to get that hardcore
sexual energy out of her, and with X cops I feel a sense of not worrying about it and that it is just
going to happen without much thought.
Saiyanprince - October 9, 2017, 1:04 am

Thanks for the sample of Cops X. It was received very quickly.
Smells like cheese (not a horrible old nasty cheese but like extra sharp cheddar) so I covered with
UN or Hommes from LPMP. Couldn't wait for it to die down. Great looking vial.
Only used 1 swipe on the neck each time.
I've used it twice now. One a few hours after I sprayed THU which ended in daytime lovin. I was
happy, relaxed and Just sexual all during our errands we ran. My SO is effected by this. Sex and
she had a headache even though I told her we can do it later.
Today that was the only thing I wore beside Excalibur from LPMP. Immediately felt like just sex
feeling and wanting to do it again. Kept thinking sexual. I got down with some weird body effect.
Maybe from the 1 hr drive to our destination or the food we ate. So we haven't done anything. But
my lower region reacts to it by having pulses and surges which normally I don't even think about
sex. So it works for me. I'll experiment with different doses and scenarios as I go on.
I don't think I'll try this at work though.
Maybe I should have researched this before I got on Low T therapy.
I'm experimenting so bare with me.
MMM - October 9, 2017, 1:44 am

(10-08-2017 8:04 PM)Saiyanprince Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks for the sample of Cops X. It was received
very quickly.

Smells like cheese (not a horrible old nasty cheese but like extra sharp cheddar) so I covered with
UN or Hommes from LPMP. Couldn't wait for it to die down. Great looking vial.
Only used 1 swipe on the neck each time.
I've used it twice now. One a few hours after I sprayed THU which ended in daytime lovin. I was
happy, relaxed and Just sexual all during our errands we ran. My SO is effected by this. Sex and
she had a headache even though I told her we can do it later.
Today that was the only thing I wore beside Excalibur from LPMP. Immediately felt like just sex
feeling and wanting to do it again. Kept thinking sexual. I got down with some weird body effect.
Maybe from the 1 hr drive to our destination or the food we ate. So we haven't done anything. But
my lower region reacts to it by having pulses and surges which normally I don't even think about
sex. So it works for me. I'll experiment with different doses and scenarios as I go on.
I don't think I'll try this at work though.
Maybe I should have researched this before I got on Low T therapy.
I'm experimenting so bare with me.
Did see your name on the list. Was there a new list of testers?
Saiyanprince - October 9, 2017, 1:48 am

No sorry, he just sent a sample to me. Delete if I wasn't suppose to do that.
Snoopyace - October 9, 2017, 2:04 am

(10-08-2017 8:48 PM)Saiyanprince Wrote: &nbsp;No sorry, he just sent a sample to me. Delete if I
wasn't suppose to do that.
Any other reviews are welcome as far as I am concerned.
MMM - October 9, 2017, 2:17 am

(10-08-2017 9:04 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Any other reviews are welcome as far as I am
concerned.
Me, too, IF he or anyone else has it. Didn't know he had sent out more.
Playing the role of Forum Detective as his name wasn't on the list.
Saiyanprince - October 9, 2017, 2:25 am

Lol it's ok. I'm not sure why he sent it to me but I appreciate it. I did respond pretty fast to his post
but also told him if anyone else with more experience was responding that it was ok if he didn't pick
me. So maybe he was being kind to me for that. Either way I'm glad he did. I'll buy a bottle once it's
ready just for the self effects and mood setting.
Also he sent it out the same time he sent the rest. Just was testing out THU and didn't want to use
Cops X until I was comfortable with what THU was doing to me.
BAGreat - October 9, 2017, 4:53 am

Yes, I gave Sayianprince a sample out of generosity. I had already chosen all 10, but he messaged
me before I publicly announced the offer is closed. I thought why not and sent him a sample
anyway.
Copulins X will be released on October 10th at a concentration of 0.23% in a mixture of 75%
DPG/25% Alcohol.
Thank you again to the participants!

I am working on Copulins X +. Molecule X is a difficult molecule to get a hold of, but I will keep
trying to get it. I believe it is worth it. I will keep you all updated with the status of Molecule X.
-B
BarefootOxford - October 9, 2017, 11:50 am

I was also sent a sample, though I'm not on the list of testers.
I put a small swipe* on the back of my hand to test on the one day I had available last week. Yes,
there was a strong cheese smell at first. That died down in about 20 minutes. For about four hours
after that, I had a very upbeat mood. I went out to the mall, interacted with hired guns to see what
the effects were, but did not notice anything out of the ordinary.
It's very possible that the dose was too small for significant effects from others. I will increase next
time to a medium swipe.
* Very scientific measuring, I know.
Saiyanprince - October 9, 2017, 11:18 pm

(10-08-2017 11:53 PM)BAGreat Wrote: &nbsp;Yes, I gave Sayianprince a sample out of
generosity. I had already chosen all 10, but he messaged me before I publicly announced the offer
is closed. I thought why not and sent him a sample anyway.
Copulins X will be released on October 10th at a concentration of 0.23% in a mixture of 75%
DPG/25% Alcohol.
Thank you again to the participants!
I am working on Copulins X +. Molecule X is a difficult molecule to get a hold of, but I will keep
trying to get it. I believe it is worth it. I will keep you all updated with the status of Molecule X.
-B
Will the website be up?
Thanks
DarkLord1 - October 10, 2017, 2:56 pm

(09-29-2017 11:47 AM)BAGreat Wrote: &nbsp;Lol
Thank you for your feedback, Paradox. I see using 25% Alcohol may have cut into the longevity of
the Copulins. I have made test trials of 0.50%, 0.40%, 0.30%, and 0.20% Copulins in DPG. 0.40%
was the best and I am going to send that to you for review.
I believe 0.40% in DPG should do the trick with strength and longevity. The Copulins X you
received was 0.10% in DPG 75%/Alcohol 25%. With these acids, strength correlates with longevity. I
noticed this both on skin and on fragrance blotters.
This is why I like to have public test trials. To make sure I provide a quality product, and also show
people what goes on behind the scenes when creating a product.
-B
Hello BAGreat. Don't meant to derail the copulins discussion, but I am curious if you have ever
worn Dirty Primitive.

I have played with several copulin formulations and several blends that added copulins.
You mentioned an Androstenone derivative (molecule x) that you may add to your copulins and I
am curious if you have tested them in combo and what did you find?
I can wear DP without a dry down and the copulins don't smell bad at all to me in that blend. So that
might provide a small basis of comparison, if you haven't played with the combo yet.
DtheGreek - October 10, 2017, 5:34 pm

Ok so I've tried this in Combo and solo. It gives me a bit of a boost but no reactions from others so
far. I've been doing swipes so I'm gonna up the dosage.
Going to the UM game in 2 weeks. I might go balls to the wall with all those college kiddies to test
on.
Still the weirdest thing for me is the drip. If I take a good solid whiff I end up getting a drip from it.
BAGreat - October 10, 2017, 7:09 pm

Ok everyone, since Copulins X is now available for sale, all reviews for the new product (at 0.23%)
should be posted in the "Product Reviews - CX" forum. All reviews for the initial concentration (at
0.10%) should still be posted here only if necessary. This way there will not be any confusion. Thank
you again to all the participants!
@DarkLord1 Cannot comment
-B
BigDickBandit420 - October 11, 2017, 5:10 am

Congratulations on launching!! I wish you success. I like the simplicity of the website and I'm sure
many men and women will be happy with the product.
(09-24-2017 4:58 PM)BAGreat Wrote: &nbsp;Those participants who leave their reviews and
opinions in this thread after receiving the sample, will receive a full sized bottle of Copulins X. Those
who do not well, they won't.
Does this offer still stand?
Thank you
excalibur - October 11, 2017, 7:40 am

Hi BA
Did you provide the link to purchase. Cant seem to locate it
cheers
E
BAGreat - October 11, 2017, 10:37 pm

(10-11-2017 12:10 AM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Congratulations on launching!! I wish you
success. I like the simplicity of the website and I'm sure many men and women will be happy with
the product.
Does this offer still stand?

Thank you
Thanks, man!
Yes, the bottles were sent out today. Everyone will receive them on Saturday.
@excalibur Yes it is around. Go back out to the main Copulins X forum (Pheromone Companies,
Reviews and Links Â» Copulins X) and click on visit site. Once on the site you will know what to do. I
don't want to post too many links since I posted a couple of them already.
-B
gounot - October 11, 2017, 10:55 pm

Since you've cut us euros out of the free-sample-party, I've just ordered a bottle of your homebrew.
Let's hope I'll get it soon and can post some impressions.
cheers
justintime469 - October 13, 2017, 3:00 pm

(10-11-2017 5:37 PM)BAGreat Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks, man!
Yes, the bottles were sent out today. Everyone will receive them on Saturday.
@excalibur Yes it is around. Go back out to the main Copulins X forum (Pheromone Companies,
Reviews and Links Â» Copulins X) and click on visit site. Once on the site you will know what to do. I
don't want to post too many links since I posted a couple of them already.
-B
I am still testing the sample bottle and should have been finished up last week, but got in a fight
with the wife so I did not test. I should finish this up by Monday.
When I get the full bottle how and where do you want us to report, or do you want us to just note on
which one we are reporting on? Just tell me what you are looking for and what and I will do it. I will
also be reporting on when my wife wears it what I get and also in combo with a few others things
that may be from other vendors and hope this is ok? I feel this is important because a lot of us may
be using this with other things to get the most out of it and see how it reacts with other things to.
BAGreat - October 13, 2017, 5:31 pm

You can report on anything you want, in a anyway you want . All I needed initially was for the
reviewers to test the strength. Now that I have that corrected, it can be reviewed like any other
product.
I do want to clarify though, the reviews for the 0.10% (samples) should be kept here. The reviews
for the product which is being sold and which you will receive tomorrow (at 0.23%) should be
reviewed like any other product, i.e. creating a thread in the "Product Reviews - CX" forum. This way
it eliminates any confusion. Also, you CAN compare the two (0.10% vs 0.23%) once you receive the
new product, but the comparison should be written in the new thread you create in the "Product
Reviews - CX" forum.
I am having trouble getting the correct chemical for name for Molecule X. There is a lot of secrecy
surrounding this molecule and some clever misleading to keep it secret, but I will keep working on it.
It may take some time but it will be worth it.
I have some very good news though. I will post it in a bit....

-B
justintime469 - October 14, 2017, 12:41 pm

Thank you BAGreat!
Sample Review Update
I have tested this some more and this will be my last update because my last test I did my wife
accidentally hit my hand knocking the bottle out of my hand and spilling this all over the bed, but I
have some interesting results from it though, so I can`t complain. So this will be the 0.10%, Ok here
goes!
Solo Test
I decide to test this at work solo. Most of the people I work with are 40+. 4 swipes to neck. I was
working night shifts and am up early and can`t sleep. After I apply this I wake right up and feel good
and am in a better mood. I get slightly turned on, but manageable. I wait 30 minutes and use ADG
as a cover over this. I can smell the ADG pretty clearly with the natural cop scent coming in here
and there and is totally random as far as scent goes. I feel kind of a suave confident vibe just like
before I mentioned kind of Androstenone/Androsterone type.
My car pool comes by and picks me up, he is 59 white guy. He is always kind of negative and
irritated. I get in his car and everything is normal for the first 5 minutes, then I noticed when talking to
me he is trying to look at me more, and I have been finding this a lot when wearing this and can
confirm the eye contact where everyone looks me in the eyes more.
He normally complains about everything wrong at work, and this time instead of complaining he is
asking me my thoughts on things instead of rambling on about whatever is wrong, so I take this as a
respect hit. I also notice after 10 minutes in the car his energy level is up to, and even mentions he
is more awake to. So this must also be effecting his test levels also and find it more so for him than
me and I imagine this is due to his age being older.
I can detect the cheese smell of the cops on me, but he does not mention anything about a different
scent and I never asked.
I get to work(I work at a copper mine operating equipment) and walk in like normal. I usually sit right
by the door so I can see how my pheromones effect everyone as they walk in. I grab what I need
and sit right down and just observe everyone. As people are walking in they say hello like normal
and go to there normal chairs. Now almost everyone put there stuff down and then come right back
to talk to me. Normally they would just sit down and talk across the room at me, but today they made
it a point to actually come right next to me.
Most men come right up and make eye contact and start chatting with me and looking to me on
what my thoughts are on certain things like they are seeking my approval on things. Also like my
carpool I am getting solid respect hits and within a few minutes the men are much more energetic
and most of the men I work with are 50+ and I think this is due to being out of shape and being older
that there test levels are much lower than mine and what is happening is they get the test surge and
feel great and so they stick around because they feel good due to this, just a theory and would love
to here others on this.
finally a couple of women on the crew walk in and both stop by and say high. I am getting IOI`s
from both of them and 1 is 53 and the other is 56 both white. The older one has to go to another

office, but the 53 one sits next to me and is very touchy. A lot of guys are after her as she is very
pretty compared to other women that work there. She keeps touching my arm and it takes a little bit
out of me to control myself. She actually lives really close to me and says I should come over some
time and has never offered this before! It is very tempting, but I am faithful to my wife. The meeting
starts and she is talking the whole time during this thing and it is hard because I am trying to pay
attention to what is going on for the night. We get done and get to work, and I don`t have anything
else as far as effects on others because I get in my equipment and the rest of the night work by
myself.
What I do find interesting thought is 5 hours into the shift the 53 women call me on the radio just to
say hi and see how I am doing and she has never done this before, so possible imprinting effects,
but I would have to test much more to confirm this.
Sexual Mix
I thought I would try in a mix for the wife and see what it gets us. I chose 2 drops True Instinct, 4
swipes on neck of X Cops, and 2 sprays of True Love.
I was coming home after my last day shifts to my week of from work to see the wife and knew the
daughter would be asleep , but the wife would be up and sex would be guaranteed. After I put this
mix on I pack up and start my drive home which was about 1 1/2 hours. I was dead tired, but this
mix hit me hard and I was wide awake! I felt like Mike Tyson going into a fight and sex was really on
my mind. The True Love did not at all appear to soften this mix from the estrogenic pheromones,
and I caught myself driving way over the speed limit trying to hurry home and had to keep catching
myself which is not at all like me. I was getting impatient and sex had to be right now!
I finally get home and change really quickly and then when we lay down I am very dominating
aggressive. I am more a passionate type than aggressive by far. Right away it is on and the energy
was quite a rush and hope for sure that Molecule X or some Androstenone version of this comes out
as this thing can really come alive with a hard sexual. The sensation during sex was much more
intense than normal. I get going so much that I actually had to take a break because I felt I was
pushing myself to hard and my heartrate was thru the roof.
The True Love was perfect in this mix for the wife to connect on more a deeper level and not have
just the hardcore sexual aspect as this for her or most women I have found is really important to
them.
We take a break 20 minutes, and then we are at it again. This time I pace myself better and about
an hour later we are done and then just lay down next to each other and she asks what got into me?
I laugh and just tell her I really missed her. We are both very satisfied and go to bed.
I will have to test the new batch since it will be a 0.23% with this same test and compare what I get,
when it comes out.
Wife Wearing X Cop Sample
This is just where it gets ridiculous, but very interesting. So I ask my wife to wear this and am
worried as I never put any cop formula on her and I am worried because the smell. She is laying on
the bed and I go and grab the sample and first ask her to take a whiff so she has an idea of what it
smells like first, and I put the sample bottle close to her nose and have her smell it and she freaks
out and accidentally hits my hand knocking the bottle out of my hand and it spilled all over the bed
and right where I sleep.

So I don`t have a dose on swipes, but I just tell her to rub her forearms and wrists over where it
spilled and to get as much on her as she can. Then I take the sheets and pull them off the bed and
throw them in the washer.
After 10 minutes goes by she mentions that now she is irritated, in a bad mood, and nauseas. But
in all fairness this test is not accurate on dose and she may have way to much on now to and have
no way to calculate how much she has on. I am trying to comfort her and have her wait 10 minutes
and then throw on a cover scent which is Genieve from Michael Storer which she has had a lot of
compliments on.
It was hard for me to see any effects yet because I spent a lot of time trying to comfort her and get
her thru this. So about 25 minutes later when this thing dies down and she has the cover scent on
she relaxes. Before the cover she kept complaining of smelling like moldy cheese, but now it seems
ok with her.
My wife is a heavier girl, but very attractive and has it all in the right places. I am lusting really hard
after this for her. I am getting the test surge like I would when I wear this stuff. I was getting a signal
like lets get it on right now and I had to work to control this as we are getting ready to leave to go to
her brothers B-Day party with the family and friends.
We get in the car and drive there and wife puts AC on fresh air as she can still smell the cheese
smell and I can to, but it does not bother me as much. We get there and most of her family is there
and a few of her brothers friends is there to.
We walk in and greet everyone like normal and I go outside with the guys and she is inside with the
other women. maybe 15 minutes goes by and my energy level drops and I am feeling the need to go
inside to be with her. All I could think about was later on and sex! I look thru the window and find my
wife talking more than normal and in the center of a group of women and having a good time and
the other women are more open with her than at usual family gatherings.
After the food is done I am one of the first ones in and make my wife a plate of food and make
myself a plate and we sit at the dining room table. it takes maybe 30 seconds and I am feeling good
and energetic again
Now the other guys in the family are getting exposes more the this and notice when they are
walking by they are stopping and crowding around us. There is nothing sexual about it because it is
her brothers, dad, and grandfather. But they hang around and get pretty talkative and again noticed
there energy level is higher and her grandfather which is 90 even mentions this. So I am thinking
this would work wonders for older guys to feel good and really balance things out with there test
levels and bring them back up because I know as us men age they do decline and this could be a
really good molecule to have around.
My wife and I can clearly detect this scent wise and no one talks or mentions it. After we eat us
guys go outside while the women clean up, and after 15 minutes goes by I am getting tired again. I
keep looking back at my wife thru the window and fantasizing about what I am going to do later to
her. Every 5 minutes I had to look in the window and see where she is at. All that was on my mind
was my wife and I have kind of checked out in my mind even though the other guys were talking to
me and all that was on my mind was the wife and getting intimate with her. I need to test more with
cops, but do believe that either this has imprinting effects or my test levels dropped and was looking
for that feel good boost again.
We sing Happy B Day to her brother and then leave.

Now this is where it gets really interesting to me. We get home my wife washes up as she does not
like the idea of this stuff on her even though the cheese smell is gone. We get the bed sheets out of
the dryer and no smell on them, but the smell where I spilled the bottle is still on the mattress itself
and my wife sprays what is left of her Genieve perfume over the bed as the bottle is almost gone.
Well what this did for me was really set the stage because I love this perfume on her and I can
detect the X cops thru the sheets. We get ready to go to bed like normal and we lay down and make
small chat. We normally wait for her daughter to go to bed before we do anything. 10 minutes goes
by and I am really charged up and can`t wait for sex, so I close and lock the door and it is on. Not as
much power as with True Instinct, but really close. We get it on for 30 minutes and then grab some
water and go to bed. Well I lay there and am still wide awake, so I wake my wife back up and it is on
again, but this time she was more aggressive to and I even get oral sex which is super rare. Now I
believe this is from me being more into sex than normal and not just running thru the motions for
both of us.
So I am thinking to get the most out of things you have to be really into it, and just from this alone
my wife also opened up to. This is a great molecule for a married couple no doubt that are open to
trying things. I have read countless amount of posts with men looking to get back that fire and
passion back in the bedroom and if I had to pick just 1 thing to do it, this would be it.
We finally get to bed after the 2nd round, but I sleep a total of 5 hours and am wide awake, so now
today I will be steam cleaning the matress to get rid of all of what is left.
Summary
I do have to note that a lot of my tests the environment is the wrong one and do know this, and this
is due to me traveling for work and doing my best with what I have as I don`t drink or really go to
bars and time also, So I do apologize for this. But I can confirm with the 0.10% Sample, the test
surge and eye contact with no doubt. Men tend to show me more respect and ask my opinion on
things more than usual. X cops is the real deal and would suggest it to anyone looking for cops.
Very clean and when my wife complained about the scent I had her sniff another brand to give her
an idea and she picked this one as it was much cleaner. At 2 swipes it was pretty strong effects wise
I thought, but 4 swipes it is much more power to this, where at 2 swipes it was more like a
Androstenone/Androsterone blend, and at 4 for me it was like it was more power like a heavier
Androstenone over the Androsterone effect. Solid 5 hours of energy boost and at times I still could
get slight effects sometimes the next day out of this. Seems to hit almost every woman in some way
above 30, and I have not tested enough under 30, but can confirm over this age range. Everyone
made eye contact men and women and were also interested in what I had to say in conversations.
All that was left of this is in my mattress and won`t be able to test further. I really like 2 swipes for out
in public and 4 for bedroom use. Possible imprinting qualities, but this may be also due to test levels
dropping and wanting to get that feel good energy back. Thanks again BAGreat and will do a run
when I get the full size 0.23% bottle and hope this is good and what you are looking for. Strength
wise I like this 0.10% sample, but am fairly new to cops still and will compare the 2 in the other
thread you mention. I do notice with the test boost that it is best to use this once in a while like on
special occasions because it seems for me my body adapts to the test boost pretty quick and I do
not get this if I use more than once and have to take a few days break to kind of let things reset.
BAGreat - October 14, 2017, 2:38 pm

Wow amazing post, man! Thank you for the extremely detailed review! The fun is not over yet,
you're getting Copulins X in the mail in a few hours .
I will post the good news soon .

-B
BAGreat - October 15, 2017, 3:36 pm

Ok, so the good news is, I will be creating another pheromone company and creating new
pheromone products. My debut product will be called "Casanova" which will be an extremely
imprinting romantic sexual fragrance. I want it to be an "I can't get you out of my mind and I need
you now" type of blend. Something that will be irresistible.
In perfumery, there are certain ratios between fragrance ingredients called "olfactory harmonies"
where the fragrance components have reached a harmonious chord and the mixture smells of one
fragrance. All of the best smelling fragrances utilize this olfactory harmony and this is one aspect
that makes them extraordinary.
Since pheromones are in fact odiferous molecules, maybe the effects of the pheromones will be
enhanced when using this method of formulation.
Now the interesting part. Once the pheromone formula is complete, I will make a fragrance that will
mimic and enhance the smell of the pheromone blend. Being the scent will smell of the pheromone
blend, it should in theory increase the perceptibly of the pheromones and increase the effects of the
pheromones. I am working hard on this. I want this product to change lives and I won't stop until I
have reached my goal.
As for women, I am creating a pheromone hair fragrance mist called "Ditzy". It will be a very
feel-good silly type of pheromone blend designed to put the user in a great mood and will have a
beautiful shampoo smell as well. Since the diffusion of this product will be very far reaching, it
should enhance the status of the wearer greatly and make them the life of the party putting
everyone around them in a great mood. Hair extends the life of pheromones greater than any
fixative can as well so the effects will be very long lasting.
I still don't have a name for the company, but I will keep you updated on everything I am doing. Big
things are coming.
-B
Snoopyace - October 15, 2017, 3:41 pm

Looking forward to watching how it all plays out. I really like your copulin product so I will be
interested in seeing your pheromones as well!
MMM - October 15, 2017, 3:48 pm

We discover a mad scientist in his laboratory working on his master mix. "We need more power in
the electrons, Egor!"
.
Will The BAGreat be the FIRST to come up with an updated version of THE PANTY DROPPER?
"Excuse me, Sir, but this pussy's right here! Is for you! No! You don't have any say in the matter!
You are now my permanent SAUSAGE WITH FEET!"
To be continued ...
metaltree - October 15, 2017, 4:11 pm

(10-15-2017 10:36 AM)BAGreat Wrote: &nbsp;Ok, so the good news is, I will be creating another
pheromone company and creating new pheromone products. My debut product will be called
"Casanova" which will be an extremely imprinting romantic sexual fragrance. I want it to be an "I

can't get you out of my mind and I need you now" type of blend. Something that will be irresistible.
I hope you still release the copulin product with only the Androstenone derivative and nothing else.
BAGreat - October 15, 2017, 4:46 pm

(10-15-2017 11:11 AM)metaltree Wrote: &nbsp;I hope you still release the copulin product with only
the Androstenone derivative and nothing else.
Yes 100% I definitely will. I will make sure this happens one way or another.
@MMM Lmfao this is the goal!
@snoopyace thanks, man
-B
kocik2000 - October 15, 2017, 7:26 pm

Have any of the testers received their bottles yesterday? Have not yet received mine and would be
curious to hear first impressions from anyone who whoever already did
BAGreat - October 15, 2017, 8:41 pm

(10-15-2017 2:26 PM)kocik2000 Wrote: &nbsp;Have any of the testers received their bottles
yesterday? Have not yet received mine and would be curious to hear first impressions from anyone
who whoever already did
Let me double check. It said it will be there on Saturday. Since it isn't, it should be there tomorrow.
-B
DrChocolate - October 15, 2017, 9:07 pm

Finally,,, Someone who thinks that harmonized nice smells combined with perfect pheromone ratios
work better than just pheromones. Hats off for ya BA. Am looking forward to ur release. Keep us
posted please. Thanks in advance.
metaltree - October 16, 2017, 1:29 am

(10-15-2017 10:36 AM)BAGreat Wrote: &nbsp;I still don't have a name for the company, but I will
keep you updated on everything I am doing. Big things are coming.
Personally I like the name Copulins X even if you make products without copulins.
Snoopyace - October 16, 2017, 2:20 pm

I did get my bottle of Copulins X on Saturday but didn't get the mail until this morning (yeah, it was
the weekend). I decided to do something completely irresponsible (shocking, I know) and put 5
drops of the new Copulins X into a full bottle of Treasureful Shine (that I added 1.8 ml of Emperor
scent from LPMP to) in order to see how it interacts within a phero/scent package. I have no logic to
why I chose 5 drops. After smelling the unscented copulins, 5 drops just seemed about right. I'll
keep everyone informed as I experiment with this. So far, I don't smell the copulins (put on 2 drops
of AT/copulins spread between the tops of my hands and sides of my neck). I may not smell the
copulins but I do feel the rush I get when I wear them. *fingers crossed* for a good day!
Saiyanprince - October 16, 2017, 2:35 pm

(10-15-2017 8:29 PM)metaltree Wrote: &nbsp;Personally I like the name Copulins X even if you
make products without copulins.
I second that name. Sounds catchy.
justintime469 - October 16, 2017, 3:33 pm

(10-15-2017 10:36 AM)BAGreat Wrote: &nbsp;Ok, so the good news is, I will be creating another
pheromone company and creating new pheromone products. My debut product will be called
"Casanova" which will be an extremely imprinting romantic sexual fragrance. I want it to be an "I
can't get you out of my mind and I need you now" type of blend. Something that will be irresistible.
In perfumery, there are certain ratios between fragrance ingredients called "olfactory harmonies"
where the fragrance components have reached a harmonious chord and the mixture smells of one
fragrance. All of the best smelling fragrances utilize this olfactory harmony and this is one aspect
that makes them extraordinary.
Since pheromones are in fact odiferous molecules, maybe the effects of the pheromones will be
enhanced when using this method of formulation.
Now the interesting part. Once the pheromone formula is complete, I will make a fragrance that will
mimic and enhance the smell of the pheromone blend. Being the scent will smell of the pheromone
blend, it should in theory increase the perceptibly of the pheromones and increase the effects of the
pheromones. I am working hard on this. I want this product to change lives and I won't stop until I
have reached my goal.
As for women, I am creating a pheromone hair fragrance mist called "Ditzy". It will be a very
feel-good silly type of pheromone blend designed to put the user in a great mood and will have a
beautiful shampoo smell as well. Since the diffusion of this product will be very far reaching, it
should enhance the status of the wearer greatly and make them the life of the party putting
everyone around them in a great mood. Hair extends the life of pheromones greater than any
fixative can as well so the effects will be very long lasting.
I still don't have a name for the company, but I will keep you updated on everything I am doing. Big
things are coming.
-B
I will pick up my bottle in an hour from the post office. I am excited and will repeat all my tests with a
comparison to the 0.10%.
I am excited and hope you offer samples of everything as well and would also love to test the
women`s line to on my wife and myself!
I would love to see a sample kit of some kind to test and report back on.
I have been calling this stuff X Cop LOL, I love calling it this and sorry I am not trying to be
disrespectful in any way.
I was thinking you could use this name and name one of the products "The Sargent". I have a wild
imagination. But keep us updated and I will order and test and report back on everything!
MMM - October 16, 2017, 9:00 pm

Just pulled my COOCHIE IN A BOTTLE from the mail box!
Still don't know how I made the cut, but I'm THANKFUL!
Now! A dropper bottle. What are the application instructions ... 1 or 2 drops and let it sit, or can this
be smeared?
Mucho thanks!

Snoopyace - October 16, 2017, 9:16 pm

(10-16-2017 4:00 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;Just pulled my COOCHIE IN A BOTTLE from the mail
box!
Still don't know how I made the cut, but I'm THANKFUL!
Now! A dropper bottle. What are the application instructions ... 1 or 2 drops and let it sit, or can this
be smeared?
Mucho thanks!
Yes, inquiring minds want to know!
I chose to throw some into a bottle of pheromones and see what happens. So far so good. I do
think I can get away with more because I do not smell them at all through the Emperor scent. I
noticed that I was getting even more attention from my bride than the normal AT attention, however.
MMM - October 16, 2017, 9:27 pm

(10-16-2017 4:16 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Yes, inquiring minds want to know!
I chose to throw some into a bottle of pheromones and see what happens. So far so good. I do
think I can get away with more because I do not smell them at all through the Emperor scent. I
noticed that I was getting even more attention from my bride than the normal AT attention, however.
Never forget! OUR NOSE ARE TRADERS! You may not smell it, but women are QUEENS OF
SMELL.
GOOD LUCK!
BigDickBandit420 - October 16, 2017, 10:24 pm

I got my full bottle, thank you.
Iâ€™ll post my thoughts in my own thread in your review sub forum within a couple weeks.
Thanks again.
BAGreat - October 16, 2017, 10:58 pm

(10-16-2017 4:00 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;What are the application instructions ... 1 or 2 drops and
let it sit, or can this be smeared?
Mucho thanks!
Definitely let it sit and dry down if you can. A tap is ok, but any rubbing will shorten the longevity
due to the friction increasing the diffusion of the product.
This base (75% DPG/25% Alcohol) has a "blooming" effect where it gets stronger a few minutes
after you first apply it, reaches a peak and then dies off.
Other than that there are no instructions. Experiment with the dosage and find your sweet spot . It
would also be fun to overdose (10 drops+) going out in public just moments after application one
day just to see the reactions, but that is completely up to you.
-B
DtheGreek - October 16, 2017, 11:22 pm

Ok so I've been applying 2 drops a day from the dropper bottle the last few days. I gotta tell you,

I've been feeling great. A little more pep, nicer to people, pretty much the whole gamut of good
feelings.
Today, I went with Snoop's suggestion of Iso underneath. Put my wrist over the Iso and flipped it
over then repeat with the other wrist. Let it dry for a couple of minutes then 1 drop of CopX on each
wrist. I think I rubbed my wrists together for a sec. Can't remember for sure.
Hit up the grocery store and Target. Both places were abysmally talentless today. As I went
around taking care of business, I kept getting the feeling I was capturing the attention of everyone I
was near. It was kinda weird. Sometimes I physically saw it but mostly it was more of sixth sense
type of feeling. Like I didn't have to catch them, I just knew.
Before you ask, I haven't had any drinks at all today.
I'm leaving for Universal Orlando on Wednesday. Definitely gonna take some with me to wear in
the park and if I go out while I'm there.
Question: Was there any difference between the sample vial and the dropper bottle?
justintime469 - October 16, 2017, 11:58 pm

Thank You BAGreat for the bottle!
I was hoping we could start a new threw for the full size bottle and report there, after my testing I
will start one if no one has if I am allowed.
I just opened up the package and I like the bottle with the dropper. This does not smell as strong
cop wise as the sample which is nice. I will do the OD when I get to it, I am so in! I work out of town
and will test in an area where I normally don`t go and see what happens. I also kept the sample
bottle, and what I did was clean it up real good and it has been sitting for a few days, so I put some
from the dropper in there so I can get an accurate measurement compared to the sample and will
retest 2 and 4 swipes and see what I get. It took about 1 full dropper and another 1/2 to fill up the
sample bottle.
I don`t have any left from the sample because it spilled or I would try and put in a dropper bottle that
is comparable and test.
BigDickBandit420 - October 17, 2017, 1:42 am

(10-16-2017 6:22 PM)DtheGreek Wrote: &nbsp;Question: Was there any difference between the
sample vial and the dropper bottle?
He increased the concentration. It's in a post in this thread somewhere.
kocik2000 - October 17, 2017, 2:43 am

Some short input : received the bottle. Very nice and thank you. Will report in a week or so when
will have done through testing.
First impression : put a drop inside a car on my hand. Stunk up the car like crazy. I can only
imagine two drops. So far on first impression loving the concentration
More reports coming soon
BAGreat - October 17, 2017, 5:49 pm

@DtheGreek Yes, BigDick beat me to it. The sample was 0.10% concentration and the bottle is
0.23% concentration.

@justintime469 Just let it sit anywhere you test it (paper, skin, bed sheets) and give it a moment to
open up. You will see it is clearly stronger than the sample.
It is cool to post first impressions of the bottle concentration here, but reviews should be posted in a
new thread created by the reviewer in the Copulins X forum.
-B
justintime469 - October 20, 2017, 9:38 pm

I was wondering if sample bottles are still available? I know some other people that are interested in
testing this.
I am in the process of still testing the full bottle and will report on it when I get more time. Thanks
again!
BAGreat - October 21, 2017, 6:57 pm

(10-20-2017 4:38 PM)justintime469 Wrote: &nbsp;I was wondering if sample bottles are still
available? I know some other people that are interested in testing this.
I am in the process of still testing the full bottle and will report on it when I get more time. Thanks
again!
I will be adding sample bottles to the site soon for those who want to test the product out without
having to buy a full bottle. I will update when they are available for purchase on the site.
-B
GoergeFocky - November 2, 2017, 1:48 pm

(10-21-2017 1:57 PM)BAGreat Wrote: &nbsp;I will be adding sample bottles to the site soon for
those who want to test the product out without having to buy a full bottle. I will update when they are
available for purchase on the site.
-B
Also interested in purchaseable samples!
kingtut savage - November 3, 2017, 3:12 am

This stuff is awesome. I feel like this might be a game changer for me. I'm loving the way I feel with
this on I've been running copX with evolve this week and I'm loving the hits. Also wanted to
mention, the tension in the workplace was more than likely my co-workers reacting to how I was
acting and less them reacting to the projection of Pheromones. I say that because that
"Androstenone" type rage that I was feeling was very real but I seem to have been able to master it
this past week. All of the other "more positive" selfies are still on point, I've just been able to control
my anger in a calmer manner, and I don't feel so frantic. I feel very well grounded. It was
mentioned in the maxt150 thread that it had changed someone's voice into a "fuller", "manlier" tone.
CopX has been doing the same for me. Not sure if I mentioned it before, but t is absolutely
imperative that you take caution with the smell of copX. The cougar from my job smelled it and
complained about the smell when I bathed in it without a cover. I've been using one drop on my
groin and I've splitting a drop just inside of my nostrils, with one extra drop on my wrist only at the
gym.
LoveInSpain - November 29, 2017, 10:12 am

OK, so I've just received the sample, many thanks @BAGreat; I'm aware that the shipping cost to
Spain was considerable, so I promise to give this product a thorough, honest review and post the

results here, with direct comparisons to T-Max150 and DM.
At a glance, the bottle design is very cool, a drop on each wrist gives a strong (reassuring) cheesy
smell, which calms down a lot sooner than DM. Note, it seems to clear the mind very quickly, after
15 minutes, I'm slightly more focused and motivated.
Serious testing starts tonight!
Alphonse - November 29, 2017, 3:43 pm

Firstly, many thanks to BAGreat who went to great effort to send me Copulins X to the UK at great
expense. It took a little time, but it finally arrived on the shores of this green and pleasant land.
Also, apologies if some of this information is redundant - I haven't read the other reports yet.
The earlier formulation of CX has been my favourite copulins product ever since I got it. Primarily
this is because copulins tend to be notoriously stinky and about as far removed from the natural
scent of vagina as 100mcgs of none is from the secnt of a heallthy alpha male. Diluted, Copulins X
came about as close to the natural scent of a healthy glistening vagina as it is possible to get. On to
the new revision ..
Scent
This is lacking the vinegar bite of the previous version. The previous revision at full strength did get
some comments about the acetic acid note if I was too generous with it, but it was still alot easier to
explain than the rank rotting fruit aroma of some copulins products.
This version is a creamy parmesan that is strong for about 5 minutes but then dies down quite
quickly and can be easily covered by even light cologne It is however quite cold here at the
moment, and I did notice that the scent blossoms in warmer atmospheres so you may need a few
attempts to get the dose right (unless you want to be walking around with a force field of pussy
scent for a few hours).
Self effects
One of the most interesting self effects of copulins products is that they all tend to produce slightly
different self effects. I've never figured out whether this was because of dose, quality or the exact
ratio of acids used. Copulins X made me feel very clear headed, focused and alert. This was
particulalry strong on the first few wearings and especially once I got into a warmer environment. In
fact, it was pronounced enough that I was beginning to wonder if there were Scent of Eros
nootropic compounds added that we were not told about. (Note that I do not drink coffee and I
almost never use mones these days, so self effects may be more pronounced for me anyway.)
Effects on others
It's too cold to chase tail so the main squeeze was the regular victim. She did not seem to smell
anything untoward. The first time I wore it around her was one of those days where everything
seemed to go wrong so we were forced to stay indoors. Let's just say I was not very patient, and
the copulins may have made the arguing a little worse than it would have been otherwise, and we
spent the night in bed facing away from each other. A few hours later I woke up with an almost
painfully hard erection and the ain squeeze giving me an angry handjob, and the weekend improved
from there.
The painfully hard erections seem to be a unique feature of CX and I've taken advantage of them.
If you've ever taken one of those chinese sex pills, you will know what I mean. I am hoping it is

natural and just a result of clean living and copulins.
I have used copulins in the gym also and it feels a little like a very clean caffeine based preworkout.
Like caffeine however, it is wise to use it in circumstances where you can utilise the energy
otherwise it can make one a little more irritable than usual.
So far I am enjoying the rrvised Copulins X. The scent is wearable, it can be covered easily and the
sexual effects and energy boost are pretty goddamned cool.
A
MMM - November 29, 2017, 5:24 pm

(11-29-2017 10:43 AM)Alphonse Wrote: &nbsp;Firstly, many thanks to BAGreat who went to great
effort to send me Copulins X to the UK at great expense. It took a little time, but it finally arrived on
the shores of this green and pleasant land. Also, apologies if some of this information is redundant I haven't read the other reports yet.
The earlier formulation of CX has been my favourite copulins product ever since I got it. Primarily
this is because copulins tend to be notoriously stinky and about as far removed from the natural
scent of vagina as 100mcgs of none is from the secnt of a heallthy alpha male. Diluted, Copulins X
came about as close to the natural scent of a healthy glistening vagina as it is possible to get. On to
the new revision ..
What was your TESTING DOSAGE, Phonse?
Thanks!
Alphonse - November 30, 2017, 7:58 pm

Some Alex Jones rants, some Norwegian death metal, 3 drops of Cops X and some heavyass
weights. Brodin was pleased. I love wearing copulins before deadlift day. At this dose you will get
some weird stares when you start to heat up.
The scent *blossoms* with body heat and it's almost as if you can see the wall of copulins move out
from you to make anyone caught in its wake a little uncomfortable (horny?). Probably way too high
a dose, but fun nonetheless.
This actually feels quite alot like Bad Wolf that I am starting to wonder if BW doesn't have a huge
dose of really well covered copulins in it as a major portion of its ingredients.
(11-29-2017 12:24 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;What was your TESTING DOSAGE, Phonse?
Thanks!
That time with the squeeze, 3 drops (1 in the morning, 2 before bed), but 1 seems strong enough.
A
LoveInSpain - December 1, 2017, 12:36 pm

Still too soon to post a full review, but one certainty is that applying half a drop below the nostrils
results in an immediate energy rush. Using DM, the effects were more gradual and not so
prominent. I'm also curious if there is another component to this product other than cops?
BAGreat - December 4, 2017, 6:27 am

There quite possibly could be some component unknown by me which is causing the energy boost.
What ever it may be if this were the case must be unbelievably potent. It would be no more than a

trace of a trace in Copulins X. I will explain but I highly doubt this is the reason.
The carboxylic acids I am using in Copulins X are naturally derived and would contain a different,
more complex trace component profile than the synthetically derived acids, if any impurities existed
at all. The SDS for the acids I recieved show a purity level of 99%-100%. 1% could make a
difference, but it varies from batch to batch.
Copulins X technically does contain more than Copulins, DPG, and Alcohol. The esterification
reaction between the carboxylic acids and the Ethyl alcohol creates extreme trace amounts of eaters
which modifys the top notes and makes them fruitier. I wonâ€™t go into which esters, but if this is
happening who is to say some other type of reaction is going on create new unknown molecules?
By the way all Copulins containing carboxylic acids and ethyl alcohol (pretty much all of them) go
through this esterification process which explains the fruity top notes.
The chirality of the acids could be the reason as well. Most synthesized molecules are racemic
(unless further refined for a single isomer peak) and most naturally isolated molecules are
comprised of mostly a single isomer, either Dextro or Laevo. These isolates almost always contain
the optically active isomer of the molecule. The active isomer in most cases is perceived as smelling
more powerful than its opposition. This isnâ€™t the case in some molecules, but with most
molecules, the active isomer will always have a more pleasing, powerful aroma and possibly effect
to the observer.
As in the case of Hedione, Paradisone is the most active isomer in the molecule we know as
Hedione. Paradisone is much, much stronger and can be described as more pleasing than Hedione
by most if not all who compare the two. This is true for most of the molecules in perfumery. The
industry knows this and uses it to their advantage selling racemic materials and keeping the optically
active isomers of molecules captive which in almost all cases are better in every way.
I could not find any evidence for the chiral status of these acids so letâ€™s put this hypothesis in
the background for now.
I believe is the harmonic olfactory ratio that I used from RP Michealâ€™s study. The ratio that was
provided from the study is actually one of the best possible ratios of the combined molecules. I tried
over 100 different ratios that all hovered around this one to see if I could discover something better,
but this one takes the cake. It is an olfactory harmony which I follow when creating my fragrances
and what I will follow when creating new pheromone blends. It is all about agreements and harmony.
It is quite literally music for the nose. Now imagine chords and dischords and you will see what a
small shift in movement (in this case amount) does to bring or remove the harmony of the creation.
The formula of Copulins X is very exact and needs to be correct in the 0.01% range. The formula
does not easily calculate to 100 either which makes it extremely difficult to copy.
-B
Alphonse - December 8, 2017, 7:47 pm

Somethin a little different
I have been getting the SO to wear Cops X last several days, The scent is definitely noticeable and
needs to be covered well though this could be because she did not follow dosage instructions. It
does calm down but takes a little time, perhaps up to an hour before it is not consciously detectable.
Effects on SO

She seemed much more upbeat, more playful and there was something strangely fascinating about
her. It's hard to describe, but it's as if my eyes were playing some sort of trick on me so I had to look
at her regularly to see what was different. She also seemed to have an unusually healthy glow
about her. It also made her hornier than normal and more likely to initiate and indulge in risky
behaviour.
Effects on others
She was definitely getting more attention. Pretty weird behaviour from old men too, one who
wouldn't stop kissing her hand. Pretty sure he got his first natural chubby in a few decades. :-D
Effects on me
The good news is that the sex was great. The bad news that the cops x had me a little on edge a
few times and made me a little snippy. It fekt like being around a male wearing none strangely
enough. I don't know if this was as a direct consequence of the arousal effects of copulins or due to
the unusual behaviour of the SO (grabbing my dick while I was driving, or just generally demanding
my attention when I was busy with something else). On the plus side, the angry punishment sex
was immensely satisfying for both parties.
A
DrChocolate - December 8, 2017, 8:32 pm

(12-08-2017 2:47 PM)Alphonse Wrote: &nbsp;The bad news that the cops x had me a little on edge
a few times and made me a little snippy. It fekt like being around a male wearing none strangely
enough.

Could this be cos she wore too much? When ya said "didn't follow dosage instructions" did ya mean
she wore a lot? Thanks in advance Alphonse.
Snoopyace - December 8, 2017, 8:38 pm

(12-08-2017 3:32 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Could this be cos she wore too much? When ya
said "didn't follow dosage instructions" did ya mean she wore a lot? Thanks in advance Alphonse.
I was wondering if it caused a testosterone spike in him that he might not have been quite
expecting. When I wear copulins, I get HORNY and feel my testosterone rising considerably.
Alphonse - December 8, 2017, 9:58 pm

(12-08-2017 3:32 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Could this be cos she wore too much? When ya
said "didn't follow dosage instructions" did ya mean she wore a lot? Thanks in advance Alphonse.
I suspect (due to the scent) that she wore more than the 1-2 drops I suggested.
(12-08-2017 3:38 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;I was wondering if it caused a testosterone spike
in him that he might not have been quite expecting. When I wear copulins, I get HORNY and feel
my testosterone rising considerably.
Copulins and the subsequent test boost will make me horny, or energised, or put me in a good
mood, or cause an increase in competitive behaviour, or cause anger - all depending on the
situation, my mood at the time, and probably a whole host of other factors.
A

LoveInSpain - January 6, 2018, 12:31 pm

Ok, so I believe that I have tested this product enough to post a full review .... here goes!
This product was tested solo and combined with BW, PA, NA and GOA.
(1) In comparison to Desire Me Oil, there is a subtle difference in the odour. CX has a slightly
lighter, soft-cheese smell, whilst DM is more pungent. The CX odour seems to cling to the skin for
slightly longer than DM.
(2) Both products have very similar effects, both solo and in combos. There is one major difference;
upon application, CX hits immediately with a light "feel-good" rush. Testing both products solo
before workouts, with 1/2 drop spread from the upper lip to nostrils, this difference is more noticable.
This rush wears off within about 10 minutes.
(3) Used when working out / HIIT; both products are very similar regarding the energy levels which
they promote. I've also used Tmax-150 for this purpose, and the Tmax seems a lot milder in
concentration, which is to be expected.
(4) Attraction / Sex; both products work on a very similar level with my baseline targets. Neither
have caused any form of jealousy, even when applied just above my tool and masked with a cover
scent an hour before a BJ. CX seems to still be there for the morning-after-round-2, whereas DM
seems to fade slightly sooner. I strongly believe that COPS, if applied to a sensible part of your body
and are cover scented, are not consciously detectable. And when the subconscious female mind
detects it, then her instincts are not saying "cheating, lying, SOB", but rather "there's competition for
this guy, do whatever you have to to keep him".
(5) Social situations; here is where CX seems to rule. With a BW combo, both products are magic.
But with CX guys seem much friendlier and more talkative. Perhaps it's something to do with the
initial rush which I feel upon application, it could be that this effect hits anyone for the first few
minutes of exposure to me, breaking the ice.
To summarise, I love both CX and DM. I haven't calculated the ml/â‚¬ cost ratio of each product, but
once my bottles are empty, I'll chose CX. I haven't compared CX to Tmax-150 as these are very
different products, Tmax being very convenient to apply or top-up, and not really smelling of COPS
at all (the fruity cover of Tmax is pure genius)!
I look forward to CX chapsticks being available. In an ideal world, these would be available in 2 or 3
strengths, the strongest being for workouts, the lighter strengths for work or social situations?
To round up, I'm more than happy that there is a COPS specialist on this planet who is capable of
creating such a great product!
BigDickBandit420 - February 18, 2018, 9:04 am

Any update on the chapstick? I'm holding off on hoarding T150 until I try your version. The caffeine
and cocoa additives make me wonder if this product will be completely different from T150, yet
those ingredients might be in T150 already.
Hows synthesizing molecule X going too?
DrChocolate - February 18, 2018, 9:08 am

(02-18-2018 4:04 AM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Any update on the chapstick? I'm holding off
on hoarding T150 until I try your version. The caffeine and cocoa additives make me wonder if this
product will be completely different from T150, yet those ingredients might be in T150 already.

Hows synthesizing molecule X going too?

I'd like to second this question please. Thanks.
justintime469 - February 18, 2018, 12:49 pm

I have also been following this thread as well and would love an update to this to! I have not tried the
T150 stick, but am very interested in this and have some money set aside for this when it is
available!
RussianWolf - February 18, 2018, 2:17 pm

I believe it's available now
BigDickBandit420 - February 18, 2018, 4:08 pm

https://copulinsx.com/shop/
I donâ€™t see it.
Also, the product is cheaper per ML in the sample.
RussianWolf - February 18, 2018, 5:56 pm

https://copulinsx.com/product/copulins-x/
Isn't this it
BigDickBandit420 - February 18, 2018, 6:15 pm

No Iâ€™m referencing the chapstick thatâ€™s supposed to compete with T150 heâ€™s been
posting about.

